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Dinner
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Wild Abundance and Fire
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2018 Great Eastern Wine
Weekend Wrap-up

Pizza, wine and cheese
Wine and Cheese at the
cellar door
Winemakers Dinner by the
Bay
Yoga, Bubbles and Cheese –
Yes please

OVERVIEW
The Great Eastern Wine Weekend (GEWW) is an annual event where vineyards, winemakers, local tourism operators and
Freycinet Lodge collaborate to deliver wine focused educational events to visitors along the Great Eastern Drive and East Coast
Wine Trail. Collectively local providers along the east coast agreed that there was a need to boost visitation during winter and
early spring. Combined with a desire to showcase the full range of internationally renowned wine in conjunction with great
experiences the GEWW was born by RACT Destinations.
The purpose of this sustainable post-winter event is to increase visitation, length of stay and average spend outside of peakseason.
The event aims to:
• Act as a community focused event which helps to build local operator relationships and highlight the benefits of positive
business leveraging
• Create bespoke educational wine events along the East Coast Wine Trail
• Act as an opportunity for wine producers to make genuine connections with customers, build brand awareness, increase wine
sales and diversify their business
• Act as a celebration for winemakers and vineyard owners
Target Audience (by demographic only):
• Regional local community
• Intrastate, RACT members, repeat visitors
• Interstate, domestic leisure, key focus is in Victoria and New South Wales
Timing of the Great Eastern Wine Weekend:
We welcome Spring to Tasmania’s east coast as the event falls on the first weekend of Spring. The timing ensures we are driving
visitation outside the traditional peak tourism times. The busy school holiday period is avoided and the event does not compete
with the Bicheno Food and Wine Festival.

OUR STORY
The Great Eastern Wine weekend began 5 years ago at Freycinet Lodge when
Claudio Radenti and Tim Goddard (Cool Wines) hosted an intimate winematched dinner for a small group of 12.
In its first two years, 2015 & 2016, the weekend remained relatively small
with the program including a food and beer matching experience at Iron
house Brewery, a winemakers hosted cruise with Wine Glass Bay Cruises, the
Wine and Dine Dinner at Freycinet Lodge and Bubbles and Bivalves at Devils
Corner with Freycinet Marine Farm – some of these events are still staples of
the program 5 years later.
2017
The introduction of two new events, Meet the Maker and Lunch in the
Vineyard at Craigie Knowe saw the beginning of the expansion of the GEWW.
The Wine and Dine Dinner at Freycinet Lodge expanded and participation
numbers soared across events, this paved the way for additional operators to
create bespoke events in the years following.
2018
After the success of the 2017 events, operator participation grew with 10
events taking place across the weekend. Collaborations between local
operators and suppliers ensured these events were unique to the GEWW and
created new bonds in our local business community. Visitation also grew with
9 of the 10 events selling out.
2019
More growth this year with 15 events on the program, stretching from
Buckland to St Helens. Despite the inclement weather causing 4 events to
cancel we still saw impressive visitation and participation at the remaining 11
events. Once again new collaborations between operators and local suppliers
were formed.

THE EVENT PROGRAM
Freycinet Lodge is the main accommodation provider and event venue for the weekend. Freycinet Lodge host of a minimum three
signature wine events year on year, these include; Meet the Maker, Great Eastern Wine and Dine Dinner and a masterclass.

GEWW events fall into three categories

SIGNITURE EVENTS

CELLAR DOOR SPECIALS

Hosted at Vineyards or Cellar Doors by the
wine maker or owner and can include other
external operators

All day cellar door events which are open
to general public

These are ticketed events
Limited to a small number of guests ( 10-30 )
Offer a high quality and unique and premium
experience to the consumer based on
expertise and education
Some examples include private lunches,
tastings, masterclasses and tours with wine
makers or vineyard owners
These events are created for genuine wine
enthusiasts and are aimed at attracting
intestate and Tasmanian audiences out of the
east coast region
They are seen as a drawcard for the weekend
Includes free tastings, and cellar door discount
on wine sales unique to the GEWW

Discover Freycinet Vineyard
Pinot Noir Vertical Tasting at Milton

Do not require an advanced booking
Have no entry free
At a minimum cellar doors offer food and
beverage that is unique to the GEWW
which complements free tastings and
cellar door discounts on wine sales
Can be a collaborative business approach
were external operators are involved and
include entertainment.
These events are an important part of the
program as it allows the consumer to act
with freedom when planning their
weekend and enjoy local produce at their
own leisure
Includes free tastings, and cellar door
discount on wine sales unique to the
GEWW

Unwind in the Vines
Bubbles and Bivalves and PizzaVino
Wine and Cheese at the Cellar Door –
Priory Ridge Vineyard
Pizza, Wine and Cheese –Overtime
Vineyard.

EXTERNAL OPERATOR EVENTS
These events bring in another experience
outside of wine
Hosted by an external operator but are
collaborative events which offer wine
tastings, wine matching or wine hosts as a
major part of the event
These events are ticketed
Catered towards small to mid-sized groups
(10-50)
Offer a high quality event that is focused on
a regional experience but also offers
expertise and education in both experience
and wine
These events create unique experiences
that draw people who are looking to
expand their knowledge and understanding
of wine will learning or enjoying another
experience

Wine Maker’s Dinner by the Bay
Yoga, Bubbles and Cheese – yes
please!
Sunset Cruise with Gala Estate and
Wineglass Bay Cruises

Local tourism operators offer discounts on tours and packages across the weekend to leverage more visitors being in the area, after the winter period. Some
examples include; Freycinet Paintball, Wine Glass Bay Cruises, All4adventure.

SIGNATURE EVENTS
MEET THE MAKER

Kicking off the weekend was the annual Wet weather destined that
Meet the Maker kicked-off the weekend’s festivities once again at
Freycinet Lodge. The event which offers a relaxed environment to
connect consumer to maker, drew a large crowd with approximately
100 patrons passing through doors to sample the best wines in the
region and meet the makers behind them.
The Farm Shed represent the vineyards and wineries who were
unable to attend or do not have a cellar door. Once again The Farm
Shed’s generous commitment to the event ensures we celebrate
every winemaker from the region. The Farm Shed continues to draw
an extensive crowd for most of the night and they represented with
genuine enthusiasm and professional knowledge.
Feedback from the winemakers in attendance was that customer
engagement was high, with many operators providing feedback that
they were unable to speak to punters as much as they would have
liked too. There was a real buzz in the room, and we have been told
the event was noisy and crowded, what a problem to solve in 2020!!
Although sales were down we have heard many stories of punters
dropping into cellar doors to pick-up a bottle (or for some a case) of
their favourite wines during the course of the weekend. Overtime
Vineyard told us that they had one couple visit the cellar door to buy
a box of their Pinot Noir on Saturday and before Meet the Maker the
couple had never heard of our smallest vineyard in the region – that
little story is exactly what Meet the Maker is all about!
This year we enjoyed seeing our winemakers and operators using the
event to catch-up with one another pre and post event. There was a
good feeling in the air as wine makers swapped stories and shared
good times post event, over dinner and a glass of wine.

WILD ABUNDANCE AND FIRE
The event brings together our most southern vineyards, winemakers and
operators who deliver an in-depth and hands-on how-to cook local game on fire
cooking experience. The group of 12 feasted on fire roasted oysters, pheasant,
partridge and slow cooked venison. As the rain fell, fire logs roared in the cellar
room while guests sat around a large table & enjoyed the spoils and
matching Darlington Vineyard and Boomer Creek Vineyard wines flowed. The
event played host to six guests from the south of the state, two New South
Welshman who had booked and planned their trip to the region based purely
on the event and four east coasters. Phil Young deputy editor at the Mercury
newspaper was there along with Rhonda Taylor, new CEO of East Coast Tourism.
After attending this event and the Wine and Diner Dinner at Freycinet Lodge
Phil is planning a story on the Rhonda and her plans for the future!
Operators:
Twamley Farm
Boomer Creek Vineyard
Darlington Vineyard
Gert and Ted Catering

BUBBLES AND BRUNCH MASTERCLASS WITH CURLY-HASLAM COATES
The rain was pouring down but the lodge fire place was
roaring, big comfy couches were waiting and the bar was
near! The scene was set for wine guru, Curly HaslamCoates, to treat 20 guests to a bubbles and brunch tour
of the world. Celebrating sparkling wines from around
the globe, Curly guided through six different styles of
international sparkling wines and explored the difference
between them and our award winning east coast
Tasmanian sparkling wines. Curly's infectious personality
and knowledge of all things wine made for a great start
to the day. The masterclass was popular with east coast
locals who loved the new experience in the program.
Operators:
Curly Haslam- Coates
Freycinet Lodge

DISCOVER FREYCINET VINEYARD
An intimate group of 12 spent time with renowned winemaker
Claudio Radenti in his cellar door on Saturday afternoon. With no
ease in the rain on the horizon the group forgoes the usually pleasant
stroll around the vineyard and instead settled in for an up close and
personal afternoon sampling back vintages and learning about the
Freycinet Vineyard wines and wine making process. Paul Smart from
Wine Tasmania attended the event along with Launceston Radio host
Glen hart.

Operators:
Freycinet Vineyard

PINOR NOIT VERTICAL TASTING
On Sunday afternoon guests enjoyed a rare opportunity to sit down with
Michael Dunbabin as he led them through five vintages of Milton
Vineyard Pinot Noir. Together they explored this exquisite varietal,
starting with a young vintage and tasted their way through older vintages
spanning 12 years. To complement the flavours and textures of the wine,
a light lunch was served completing an immersive Milton Vineyard
experience.

Operators:
Milton Vineyard

WINE AND DINE DINNER
Greeting guests on the Mezzanine level of Freycinet Lodge with the dramatic Great Oyster Bay in the background, our hosts Claudio Radenti and Curly
Haslam-Coates welcomed guests to another sell-out event. Tables laden with Melshell Oysters matched to 2013 Maclean Bay Sparkling Rose, Malting
Lagoon Brewery XPA and Irish Ale served awaited guests as they arrived. Local band The Pretty Things set the mood with their smooth tunes.

Entrée canapés with a focus on gourmet produce from the local region were matched with 2018 Freycinet Vineyard Riesling and 2018 Priory Ridge
Sauvignon Blanc. Claudio Radenti of Freycinet Vineyard welcomed guests to the fifth Great Eastern Wine and Dine Dinner and proceedings were moved
to The Bay Restaurant.
As guests found their seats and poured their wines, Curley Haslem-Coates of Vintage Tasmania formally welcomed our guests and special guest speakers.
Main course was served with the stand out dishes being the Kunzia-smoked Cape Grim beef brisket with chimichurri and Freycinet seafood paella. The
2016 Overtime Vineyard Pinot Noir, 2017 Devils Corner Resolution Pinot Noir and 2017 Milton Vineyard Reserve Shiraz were perfect accompanying
wines. The 2017 Gala Estate Black Label Chardonnay and 2018 Spring Vale Gewurztraminer flowed for an alternative to rich and silky reds and offered a
drier taste to complement the main dishes.
A Black truffle and chocolate mousse cake was served for dessert and matched with Freycinet Vineyard Botrytis. After dessert guests were invited to
Hazards Lounge where Tom Wallace led a vertical Pinot Noir tasting of 15 vintages of Tamar Ridge Valley, Devils Corner and Coombed Pinot Noir from
2009 to 2018 - a rare and special treat. Guests then mingled and danced the night away enjoying 2016 Craigie Knowe Vineyard Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon and Ironhouse Strange Omen grape vodka espresso martinis along with a selection of Tasmanian cheese.
Thank you to the wine makers who attended as our guest speakers and did a fine job speaking about their wines and experiences as winemakers
between courses: Claudio Radenti of Freycinet Vineyard; Barry Kooij of Spring Vale Vineyard; Michael Dunbabin of Milton Vineyard; Tom Wallace of
Devil’s Corner; and Jacob Anderson of Overtime Vineyard.

CELLAR
DOOR
SPECIALS
PIZZA WINE AND CHEESE AT THE CELLAR DOORR
Our most northern vineyard joined us this year to offer a cellar door special
which presented guests with free wine and cheese tastings featuring Bay of
Fire Cheeses, Pyengana Cheese and of course Priory wines. A special offer for
the weekend meant that guests could purchase a glass of Priory Ridge wine
and share a locally made cheese platter while enjoying the charming adapted
1920’s shearing shed and examine memorabilia of yesteryear and hear their
stories.

Operators:
Priory Ride Wines
Bay of Fires Cheeses
Pyengana Dairy

PIZZA, WINE AND CHEESE AT OVERTIME VINEYARD AND APSLEY GORGE
This year we welcomed Overtime Vineyard to our cellar door specials.
Upon arrival guests were given a warm and friendly welcome from the
family behind the vineyard, who offered homemade pizzas and cheese
boards. A special offer for the weekend which complemented the
traditional free tastings and wine sales.
‘On Saturday we greeted people from the Meet the Maker event that we
had met. And at the end of the day we realised we sold more wine in a
single day than we ever had before. Another great thing about Saturday,
even though the weather was inhospitable, through the social network
created by the event, we were able to inform people that we had indoor
seating and a dry and warm place for them to enjoy our food and wine. ‘
- Emilie Beuzart and Jacob
Operators:
Overtime Vineyard
Apsley Gorge Vineyard

UNWIND IN THE VINES, V3 THE GEWW EDITION
Glen, Sandy, Alex and co were gearing up for a big day on Saturday with over 160 tickets
booked. Despite postponing the event until Sunday due to the rain, over 100 enthused
wine-lovers visited the cellar door to enjoy a collaborative event featuring The Mobile
Tuscan oven serving homemade wood-fire pizzas, Malting Lagoon beers and Craigie
Knowe wines. Feedback from the event was all positive with a mix of interstate people
who had come especially for the weekend, Tasmanians and a few locals. Sales for the
weekend were up with Saturday still being a good day at the cellar door with people still
happy to get out and about despite the rain.
‘We had some locals come in on Sunday who have a business and they said Swansea had a
buzz about it they hadn’t noticed for a while – perhaps the rain combined with more people
about for the GEWW.’ - Glen Travers
Operators:
Craigie Knowe Vineyard
Malting Lagoon
Mobile Tuscan Oven

BUBBLES AND BIVALVES AND SMOOTH TUNES + PIZZAVINO
Always a favourite event to celebrate the conclusion of the Great Eastern Wine
Weekend, the 2019 Sunday session at Devil's Corner was as busy as ever. The fine
weather drew a crowd of approximately 450 people throughout the day. The Devils
Corner team told us that most people through the doors were locals, Hobartians and
Victorians who had come to the region for the Great Eastern Wine Weekend with many
of them being recognised from Meet the Maker and the Wine and Dine Dinner. Punters
relaxed into the afternoon listening to music, biting into rustic thin-crust wood-fired
pizza, slurping Freycinet Marine Oysters and glasses of bubbles while revelling in the sun
shining across Great Oyster Bay for the final hours of the Great Eastern Wine Weekend.
Operators:
Devils Corner Cellar Door
Freycinet Marine Farm
Tombolo
Local Duo, Meg and Nick

WINE MAKERS DINNER BY THE BAY
This year we were delighted to welcome the award winning Furneaux Restaurant to our list of
operators involved in the GEWW. The inclusion and support of the boys at Furneaux cemented
expanding the weekend’s events into the northern part of the East Coast Wine Trail which
included Bicheno and St Helens. Together with Priory Ridge Wines and Bay of Fires Cheese the
Fureneaux team presented an intimate 7 course degustation which was all about sharing the
love of food and wine, stories and bringing people together. Guest speakers David (Priory Ride
Wines) and Ian (Bay of Fires Cheese) spoke throughout the night as they we matched wine and
cheese to exquisite dishes such as quail Farci on a nest of Pomme Paille, King Island Eye Fillet
with Black Truffles and Foie Gras and Mulled Wine Bavarois with Peach & Nectarine
Consommé. The boys labeled the night a success with 19 guests attending the dinner. 5 guests
were from the north and 4 from the south, with locals making up the numbers.
Towards the end, Jen Butler (MP) also made a toast to thank all for the great evening. It was a
very fruitful night. - Jonathan Wong, chef, Furneaux Restaurant
Operators
Furneaux Restaurant
Priory Ridge Wines
Bay of Fires Cheeses

YOGA BUBBLES AND CHEESE AT THE SOCIAL
Yoga, Bubbles and Cheese was a concept help brought to life by resident local teachers Bek Hall
and Krystal Yamamoto. In its first year the events received a lot of interest from locals and had
the rain cleared numbers were expected to rise on the day. Yoga, Bubbles and Cheese at the
Social went ahead on a clear Sunday evening in St Helens with 5 people attending the yoga
session and bubbles and cheese tasting.
Operators
Krystal Yamamoto Yoga
The Social

MARKETING ACTIVITIES
Email blasts, Facebook posts, Facebook events and Instagram posts by all businesses involved contributed to the success of the weekend.
Here are some of the ways we supported and coordinated the promotion of events across the weekend:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusion in three RACT eNews member emails (audience of 60k each time)
2 x Media release distributed and picked up by local newspapers
Inclusions in RACT Journeys Magazine and Jet Star's in-flight magazine
Promo Box pointing to the GEWW on the Freycinet lodge Accommodation page
Content created and copy written for event landing page on Freycinet Lodge website
Launch Kits detailing the event sent to every RACT retail branch in Tasmania
RACT Destination and Freycinet Lodge email signature banner
A3 poster distribution throughout east coast, Hobart, and wider region
Email invitations to past attendees were sent
Program flyer distributed throughout east coast, Hobart, and wider region
Inclusion in Wine Tasmania’s ‘Wine Trails’ publication and listed in the event calendar
Listing in Tourism Tasmania press release for Spring events in Tasmania
Scheduled sharing of events and posts via RACT Facebook page.
Email blasts to databases: East Coast Tourism, TVIN
Promotion at Van Diemen wine event in Victoria
Advertorial in Bicheno Forward and Oyster Bay Community News
Listed in the Farmshed quarterly newsletter
Inclusion in Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra’s social media channels and inclusion in EDM (audience of over 12k)
Listings on websites: RACT, Freycinet Lodge, Walkabout Gourmet Adventures, Events Tasmania, Discover Tasmania, Wine Tasmania, Halliday Magazine and
Winecraft.
Mentions by local radio station, Star FM
Event listing in Travelways which is distributed state-wide
Social posts and social shares from Vintage Tasmania
East Coast Tourism; Social Media posts (5 Facebook & 5 Instagram), consumer email sent to database, sent out in Industry Update and News, shared through local
east coast DAP groups

Promotion via Southern Cross Austero included; 15 x live reads on Triple M and Hit 100.9 Hobart with 3 different scripts in the week leading up the event and an
interview on Triple M in the ‘What's on Section’
Promotion via LAFM and 7SD Radio stations included; 5 x mentions on The Drive Home and per station. 1 x Interview on location, played on both stations, 1 x
interview live on air, played on both stations. Interviews were recorded for social media and airplay. Featured on the Drive Home Show page on the LAFM and 7SD
website.
Some other Facebook shares included (Not including operators and individual shares) : Cellardoors.co, Wine Tasmania, Swansea Beach Chalets, Rebecca White MP,
Vintage Tasmania,

Great Eastern Wine Weekend landing web page:
• 6014 page visits
• Average time on page was 3.16minutes
• Top 3 referrals to the page: Google, entering the URL directly,
eNews emails
Great Eastern Wine Facebook:
• 50% increase in our Facebook page followers since 2018
• Total post event 2019, 625 followers and 605 page likes
2019 tracked data from the guests booked by operators:
Freycinet Lodge, Freycinet Vineyard, Milton Vineyard, Twamley
Farm and Furneaux Restaurant tell us:
•51% of attendees were from Tasmania - Hobart and southern
region
•17% of attendees were from Tasmania - east coast
•30% of attendees were from Tasmania – Launceston and
northern region
•2% of attendees were from interstate
•28% of guests were returning customers from 2017 and 2018
•Year on year growth rate from 2018 to 2019: 15%

Date for your diary: 5 & 6 September 2020.
Our 2020 goal is to provide quality events for the region, from Buckland to St Helens with a particular focus on increasing our of
region and interstate guest numbers.
We encourage you to consider hosting a 2020 event that provides a high quality, unique and fun opportunity for visitors to
experience our great east coast fare, our team can work with you to create your event. Please feel free to pass this 2019 Great
Eastern Wine Weekend Wrap-up document to anyone who you think may be interested in participating in the weekend
In order to capture more of the higher yielding interstate market, we will start our marketing activities in March 2020. This will
align with Tourism Tasmania’s marketing campaign and provide a leveraging opportunity for us. Interstate guests require a longer
lead time, subsequently staying longer and, therefore, spending more time & money in our businesses.

Thank you to all who worked with us to make the 2019 Great Eastern Wine Weekend a success. Let’s do it all again in 2020!
Trent Thompson

Acting General Manager, Freycinet Lodge

trent.thompson@freycinetlodge.com.au

Christina Medhurst

Business Development Manager - MICE

c.medhurst@ract.com.au

Alexandra Bray

Marketing Operations Manager

Marketing Operations Manager

